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Background: Olfactory neuroblastoma (ONB) is a rare malignancy arising in the nasal vault. Endoscopic resec-
tion has been reported to improve overall survival (OS). At present, clinicopathological predictors of the
prognosis of ONB remain undefined.
Methods: Data including demographics, clinical characteristics and follow-up information of ONB patients
treated with endoscopic surgery were collected. Risk factors on OS rates were investigated by LASSO and Cox
analyses. A nomogram was developed and evaluated with internal validation. Risk groups were established
according to patients’ points in the nomogram.
Findings: 154 ONB patients treated with surgery were included in this single center study. A nomogram based
on multivariate Cox regression model including multiple tumor history, orbital invasion, carotid canal inva-
sion, modified Kadish stage, delivery sequence of RT and surgery, sequence of chemotherapy and surgery
was developed. The bias-corrected C-index (0.886 [95% CI: 0.843-0.943]) was significantly higher than of
conventional staging classifications. The AUC of nomogram regarding 1-, 2- and 5-year OS probabilities
reached 0.912, 0.929 and 0.957, respectively. The risk levels based on nomogram points were more discrimi-
native than conventional classifications.
Interpretation: Validation analysis showed good predictive accuracy and discriminative ability of the nomo-
gram. Therefore, the nomogram could be utilized to individually predict survival probability for ONB patients
after endoscopic resection.
Funding: This study was funded by the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (No. 2019-I2M-5-003), the
Shanghai Science and Technology Commission (No. 19411950600), the Shanghai Hospital Development Cen-
ter (No. SHDC12018118) and the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Hospital of Fudan University (No. SYB202006).
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1. Introduction

Olfactory neuroblastoma (ONB) is a rare malignancy arising in the
nasal vault, accounting for approximately 6% of entire sinonasal
malignant tumors [1,2]. The origin of ONB is uncertain with hypothe-
sis holding that ONB possibly originates from primitive basal cells of
the olfactory epithelium [3]. Orbital and anterior skull base involve-
ment is frequently observed in ONB [4]. Since firstly reported as
esth�esioneuro�epith�eliome olfactif by Berger et al. [5] in 1924, various
prognostic indicators of ONB have been reported including pathologi-
cal grades, cervical lymph node involvement, intracranial extension,
and positive surgical margins [6,7]. However, the diagnosis and man-
agement of ONB have been challenging due to its rarity, atypical his-
topathological features which were easily confused with other
neuroendocrine tumors and the lack of a standard staging system [8].
ONB has been treated with multidisciplinary protocols mainly based
on surgery [9], and endoscopic surgery has been increasingly imple-
mented in clinical practice. The benefit of radiotherapy (RT) and che-
motherapy have been reported while no consensus on delivery
sequence of surgery and adjuvant treatments has been reached [10].

At present, the most widely used staging system for ONB is modi-
fied Kadish stage, consisting of three stratifications of local extension
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Research in Context

Evidence before this study

Olfactory neuroblastoma is an uncommon sinonasal malignant
tumor. Several stratification systems including modified Kadish
stage, Dulguerov stage and conventional AJCC 8th TNM staging
systems have been proposed. However, here has yet to be an
officially acknowledged stage system and treatment modality
for olfactory neuroblastoma due to the rarity of its diagnosis.

Added value of this study

The 2-, 5- and 10- year overall survival rates of the entire cohort
were 86.2%, 78.2% and 72.5%, respectively. In this study we estab-
lished a novel nomogram with excellent performance in predict-
ing personalized overall survival probability in olfactory
neuroblastoma patients with endoscopic surgery. The nomogram
integrated 6 independent risk factors including, orbital invasion,
carotid canal invasion, RT, chemotherapy the modified Kadish
stage. Our purpose was to provide early stage outcomes of treat-
ing olfactory neuroblastoma patients with endoscopic surgical
techniques in the form of a nomogram, since the endoscopic
approach has been increasingly adopted in managing sinonasal
malignancies while few studies have reported the outcome of its
effectiveness in olfactory neuroblastoma.

Implications of all the available evidence

Our study investigated the risk factors of survival after endo-
scopic surgery in a rare tumor, olfactory neuroblastoma. The
nomogram established in our study could provide a reliable
individualized model to predict survival for olfactory neuro-
blastoma patients, which could provide possible reference for
otolaryngology surgeons in making treatment plans.
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and tumor metastasis [11]. However, detailed clinical characteristics
such as orbital invasion, skull base invasion and choice of treatment
strategies should be taken into account for prognostic assessment.
Nomogram is a graphical prediction tool intergrading significant
prognostic factors based on regression models. Our purpose was to
provide early stage outcomes of treating ONB patients with endo-
scopic surgical techniques in the form of a nomogram, since the
endoscopic approach has been increasingly adopted in managing
sinonasal malignancies while few studies have reported the outcome
of its effectiveness in ONB.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Study population

Under the approval of ethics committee of the Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat Hospital of Fudan University, which is a teaching tertiary spe-
cialized hospital located in Shanghai, China, medical record database
of the hospital was retrospectively searched to collect data of patients
pathologically diagnosed with “olfactory neuroblastoma” or “esthe-
sioneuroblastoma” between June 12, 2007 and October 30, 2019.

Exclusion of patients was conducted by the following criteria: (1)
Without endoscopic surgical treatment: Patients who received only
chemotherapy, radiotherapy or concomitant chemoradiotherapy in
the Department of Radiotherapy of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Hospital or treated with only open surgery. (2) Other pathological
types: Pathological diagnosis was made by two pathologists indepen-
dently in this study. Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) stain was regarded
as the gold standard for diagnosis, and immunohistochemistry (IHC)
results were also assessed for reference. Cases with IHC results that
did not support the diagnosis of ONB, or indicated further molecular
pathology examination, or suggested to perform pathological biopsy
again, were excluded from this study. (3) Incomplete data collection:
Patients without sufficient data of interest including loss of clinical
characteristics and lost to follow up.

2.2. Data collection and extraction

This study adhered to the Helsinki Declaration of 1975 and the
requirement for written informed consent have been accordingly
waived due to the retrospective study design. This study has been con-
ducted according to the STROBE guidelines. The medical records, path-
ological reports, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance
(MR) imaging results were collected. Following data were extracted:
demographic characteristics, pre- and postoperative pathological diag-
nosis, clinical characteristics, treatment modalities, follow-up periods
and relevant survival and recurrent outcomes. Patients were stratified
into different clinical stages according to the 8th edition of American
Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system for nasal cavity, mod-
ified Kadish stage and Dulguerov stage [11,12].

Surgical approaches comprised of pure endoscopic endonasal
approach (EEA), endoscopic skull-base resection and endoscopic cra-
nionasal approach. Endoscopic skull-base resection refers to opera-
tions in which anterior skull base resection and reconstruction was
performed using endoscopic approach. The endoscopic cranionasal
approach refers to open surgery in anterior skull base performed by
neurosurgeons and assisted by otolaryngology surgeons using endo-
scopic approach to remove disease in the sinonasal area. According
to preoperative imaging and intraoperative findings, for tumors
invading only the bone of anterior skull base with no obvious evi-
dence of dura involvement found, we tend to preserve the dura to
reduce the incidence of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) rhinorrhea. These
patients were generally recommended with adjuvant treatment to
improve local control. Severe perioperative complications were also
collected. Tumor anatomic location and extent of invasion, the pres-
ence of distant and cervical lymph node metastases was retrieved
from imaging findings. Retropharyngeal lymph nodes with diameter
> 5 mm and cervical lymph nodes with shortest diameter of the larg-
est axis > 10 mm or necrosis on the CT/MRI images were considered
positive [13]. Patients suspected of cervical lymph node involvement
at presentation were generally recommended with elective neck irra-
diation (ENI) with/without chemotherapy and elective neck dissec-
tion (END) was performed in 3 patients. Orbital invasion was
classified into three grades according to classification proposed by
Iannetti et al. [14]: (I) erosion or destruction of the medial orbital
wall; (II) invasion of the periorbital fat tissue; and (III) invasion of the
medial rectus of the ocular bulb, the ocular bulb itself, the optic nerve,
or the palpebral skin. All patients had a strong desire to preserve their
eyes in this study. Rigorous preoperative conversation was made
with Grade III orbital invasion patients and their dependents, inform-
ing the need to perform orbital exenteration and the potential disad-
vantage of choosing globe preserving surgery. Adequate informed
consents were made. Given the situation, in operation we tended to
preserve the eyeball and tried to pursue GTR when there was limited
involvement of intraconal fat or when the tumor could be separated
from the eyeball. Considering the survival benefit of surgical treat-
ment, operations were still performed to remove disease for patients
rejecting orbital exenteration after thorough conversation with
patients on inform consent. Adjuvant treatment was recommended
strongly postoperatively in these patients.

Some patients received RT pre- or postoperatively based on tumor
invasion and patients’ tolerance to whole course RT. The techniques
utilized included two-dimensional conventional RT (2D-RT), three-
dimensional conformal RT (3D-CRT), and intensity-modulated RT
(IMRT). The radiation dose ranged from 50 to 72 Gy for the



Table 1
Baseline demographics & clinical characteristics of study population.

Variables Number of patients(%)

Demographics & clinical features
mean Age (SD; range) 49.7 (15.4; 1-78)
Sex Female 37(24.0%)
Recurrent disease Yes 13(8.4%)
Multiple malignant

tumor history
Yes 11(7.1%)

Surgical information
Surgical approach EEA 119(77.3%)

Endoscopic skull-base
resection

26(16.9%)

Endoscopic cranionasal
approach

9(5.8%)

Draf III Yes 35(22.7%)
Intraoperative CSF

rhinorrhea
Yes 40(26.0%)

Skull base
reconstruction

Yes 47(30.5%)

Perioperative
complications

Yes 19(12.3%)

Extent of resection GTR 135(87.7%)
Subtotal 19(12.3%)

Margin status Unknown 26(16.9%)
Negative 89(57.8%)
Positive 39(25.3%)

Extent of local invasion
Orbital invasion No 78(50.6%)

Grade I 34(22.1%)
Grade II 21(13.6%)
Grade III 21(13.6%)

PPF invasion Yes 18(11.7%)
Carotid canal invasion Yes 9(5.8%)
Skull base invasion Yes 80(51.9%)
Dura involvement Yes 62(40.6%)
Intracranial invasion Yes 49(31.8%)
Conventional staging information
Modified Kadish stage A 13(8.4%)

B 38(24.7%)
C 69(44.8%)
D 34(22.1%)

Dulguerov stage I 44(28.6%)
II 29(18.8%)
III 27(17.5%)
IV 54(35.1%)

AJCC 8th T stage T1 19(12.3%)
T2 40(26.0%)
T3 14(9.1%)
T4a 21(13.6%)
T4b 60(39.0%)

Cervical lymph node
metastasis

Yes 32(20.8%)

Distant metastasis Yes 5(3.2%)
Adjuvant treatment
RT No 32(20.8%)

preoperative 40(26.0%)
postpoerative 82(53.2%)

Chemotherapy No 67(43.5%)
preoperative 28(18.2%)
postpoerative 59(38.3%)

SD, standard deviation; PPF, Pterygopalatine fossa; EEA, endoscopic endonasal
approach; GTR, Gross total resection; RT, Radiotherapy; AJCC; American Joint
Committee on Cancer.
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preoperative group and 50 - 69 Gy for the postoperative group. Chemo-
therapy was given concurrently with RT or as neoadjuvant treatment to
surgery with various regimens including platinum-based drugs with
vincristine, epirubicin and pirarubicin. Radical surgical resection and
postoperative RT remained the mainstay of standard treatment for
ONB, while preoperative RT and adjuvant chemotherapy have been
recommended by several studies in especially locally advanced disease
with potential benefit in prognosis [10, 15]. Patients were generally
informed of these modalities and made autonomous choice of their
treatment during informed consent conversation.

A standard follow-up protocol was applied. Enhanced CT or MRI and
endonasal endoscopy were routinely performed during return visits.
Whole-body imaging was performed annually to detect distant metas-
tases. Patients were reached by outpatient visits and telephone inter-
views. Follow-up period was defined as the duration between the date
of a patient’s admission and the date when event of interest occurred
or the deadline of follow-up. Information about recurrence and survival
were collected. The deadline of follow-up was February 20, 2020.

2.3. Statistical analysis

Mean and median value of continuous variables were calculated
together with standard deviations (SDs) and interquartile ranges
(IQRs). The least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)
method was adopted for variable selection. Features with nonzero
coefficients in the LASSO Cox regression model were selected as
potential survival predictors. The variables were then included in
uni- and multivariable Cox regression analysis followed by a stepwise
regression calculating hazard ratio (HR) with 95% confidence interval
(CI) to identify independent risk predictors. Then a multivariate Cox
regression model incorporating these factors recognized by stepwise
regression analysis was established. A nomogram interpreting the
Cox regression model were accordingly generated for predicting 1-,
2- and 5-year OS probabilities. Internal validation was performed to
evaluate model performance. The discriminative ability was assessed
by calculating C-indices and the area under curve (AUC) of the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves [16]. C-indices were
internally validated by bootstrapping with 1000 resamples. Calibra-
tion plots were generated to evaluate the accuracy of prediction by
bootstrapping with 1000 resamples. Patients were stratified into
three risk groups namely low, moderate and high risk according to
their individual points in nomogram, and the comparison between
nomogram risk groups and conventional staging systems were pre-
sented by survival plots with Kaplan-Meier method. Decision curve
analysis (DCA) was performed to compare clinical net benefit of the
nomogram and conventional staging systems with R package stdca.
Net reclassification improvement (NRI) and integrated discrimination
improvement (IDI) were calculated to show the improvement in the
predictive accuracy of the nomogram [17]. Univariate Cox regression
was performed to investigate the risk factors concerning locoregional
recurrence. Statistical analyses were all conducted with R software
(version 3.5.3; http://www.Rproject.org). R packages including sur-
vival, survminer, rms, glmnet, regplot, survivalROC, survcomp, etc
were used. Two-sided P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

2.4. Role of funding

The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analy-
sis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript.

3. Results

3.1. Baseline characteristics and survival analysis

There were 167 patients diagnosed with ONB identified in the
medical record database of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Hospital of
Fudan University. After applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria,
7 patients were excluded due to undefined pathological diagnosis, 6
patients were excluded due to loss of follow-up and finally a total of
154 ONB patients were included for analysis. The median age at diag-
nosis of the ONB cohort was 51.0 years (mean: 49.7 § 15.4 years,
range: 1-78 years, IQR: 33.75 years, Table 1). The majority of the
patients were male (76.0%, 117/154). 11 (7.1%) patients were found
with multiple tumor history. Among them, 3 were diagnosed with
second primary malignancy (SPM) and there was one 53-year-old
male afflicted by 3 cancers. Detailed information of these cases was

http://www.Rproject.org
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summarized in Table S1. By the time of diagnosis, 32 (20.8%)
patients were found with cervical lymph node metastasis, and 5
(3.2%) had distant metastases. 76 (43.5%) patients exhibited
orbital invasion. According to Iannetti’s grading classification on
extent of orbital invasion [14], Grade I, Grade II and Grade III
invasion comprised 22.1% (34/154), 13.6% (21/154) and 13.6% (21/
154) of the cohort, respectively. Modified Kadish stage C (44.8%,
69/154), Dulguerov stage IV (35.1%, 54/154) and AJCC T stage T4b
(39.0%, 60/154) were most commonly observed in relevant stage
systems. In 40 (26.0%) and 82 (53.2%) cases, RT was respectively
delivered pre- and postoperatively. 28 (18.2%) patients received
neoadjuvant chemotherapy, and postoperative chemotherapy
were performed in 59 (38.3%) cases.

In regard to surgical approaches, 119 (77.3%) patients received
EEA and 27 (17.4%) received endoscopic skull-base resection
(with skull-base reconstruction), and in 8 (5.3%) cases the opera-
tions were carried out in endoscopic cranionasal approach. Gross
total resection (GTR) was achieved in 135 (87.7%, 135/154)
patients while there were 19 (12.3%, 19/154) patients receiving
subtotal resection. Margin status was unavailable in 26 (16.9%,
26/154) cases, and patients found with negative and positive
margins accounted for 57.8% (89/154) and 25.3% (39/154),
respectively. There were 19(12.3%) people suffering from periop-
erative complications, such as intraoperative rupture of ICA
(0.6%, 1/154), perioperative coma (1.3%, 2/154) and delirium
(1.3%, 2/154), vision loss (0.6%, 1/154), transfusion reaction (0.6%,
1/154), CSF rhinorrhea (0.6%, 1/154) and epistaxis (0.6%, 1/154),
postoperative fever (2.6%, 4/154), postoperative hypotension
(2.6%, 4/154) and postoperative heart failure (1.3%, 2/154) (Table
S2). The patient suffering from postoperative CSF rhinorrhea was
dealt with conservative and antibiotic treatment to avoid menin-
gitis. The patient with intraoperative ICA rupture passed away
due to fatal hemorrhage even with emergency treatment. Postop-
erative coma and delirium owed mostly to brain edema caused
by surgical trauma. Patients with postoperative coma regained
consciousness after supportive therapy with antiepileptic drugs
while in one case the patient’s condition steadily deteriorated
and died of brain death and cardiac arrest. Heart failure was
often attributed to inappropriate fluid therapy and one patient
passed away despite of positive cardiotonic treatment. More
details of baseline characteristics of these ONB patients were
summarized in Table 1.

All patients were actively followed up till the date of death or the
deadline with a median follow-up period of 35 months (mean: 45.4
§ 35.4 months, range: 1-152 months, IQR: 68 months). At the end of
follow-up, 29 (18.8%) patients passed away and 4 of the death were
attributed to causes other than ONB. The 2-, 5-, and 10- year overall
survival (OS) rates of the entire cohort were respectively 86.2%, 78.2%
and 72.5% (Figure S1A). 31 (20.1%) patients were observed with
locoregional recurrence during follow-up, with a median recurrence
free survival (RFS) period of 33.5 months (mean: 43.4 § 34.9 months,
range: 1-141 months, IQR: 53 months). The 2-, 5-year RFS rates were
84.3% and 79.3%, respectively (Figure S1B). Variables with p value <

0.1 were included in multivariate Cox analysis followed by backward
stepwise regression. Recurrent disease at presentation (HR[95% CI]:
6.454[2.203-18.911], p=0.001), orbital invasion (grade I or II, HR[95%
CI]: 8.901(3.215-24.644), p<0.001; grade III, HR[95% CI]: 5.689
[1.810-17.885], p=0.003), RT (postoperative, HR[95% CI]: 0.179
[0.063-0.513], p=0.001; preoperative, HR[95% CI]: 0.130[0.037-
0.459], p=0.002) and positive margins (negative margins, HR[95% CI]:
0.108[0.040-0.294], p<0.001; unknown status, HR[95% CI]: 0.235
[0.077-0.718], p=0.011) were identified as significant predictors of
recurrence free survival (Table S3). Moreover, survival analysis
revealed that preoperative chemotherapy improved RFS rate when
compared with postoperative chemotherapy (Log-Rank p=0.037,
Figure S2).
3.2. Nomogram development and validation

Based on 154 patients in the cohort, by selecting features with
nonzero coefficients in the LASSO Cox regression model, 11 candi-
date variables associated with OS were identified (Fig. 1). These
potential predictors consisted of recurrent disease, multiple
tumor history, perioperative complications, orbital invasion, pter-
ygopalatine fossa (PPF) invasion, carotid canal invasion, intracra-
nial invasion, modified Kadish stage, RT and chemotherapy, and
AJCC T stage. The candidate variables were then included in uni-
and multivariable Cox regression analysis followed by a backward
stepwise method for a model with smallest Akaike information
criterion (AIC) value (Table 2). Finally, a multivariate Cox regres-
sion model was established to incorporate these significant risk
factors including multiple tumor history(HR[95% CI]: 11.919
[3.601-39.452], p<0.001), orbital invasion (Grade I+II, HR[95% CI]:
6.656[2.045-21.666], p=0.002; Grade III, HR[95% CI]: 13.887
[3.303-58.385], p<0.001), carotid canal invasion (HR[95% CI]:
5.004[1.273-19.677], p=0.021), modified Kadish stage (Stage C, HR
[95% CI]: 1.493[0.353-6.316], p=0.586; Stage D, HR[95% CI]: 6.542
[1.565-27.355], p=0.010), RT (postoperative, HR[95% CI]: 0.263
[0.093-0.740], p=0.011; preoperative, HR[95% CI]: 0.351[0.066-
1.858], p=0.218) and chemotherapy (postoperative, HR[95% CI]:
0.307[0.114-0.829], p=0.020; preoperative, HR[95% CI]: 0.102
[0.016-0.664], p=0.017) (Table 2). A nomogram was accordingly
developed integrating the best subsets of clinicopathological vari-
ables to predict 1-, 2- and 5-year OS probability in ONB patients
treated with endoscopic resection (Fig. 2). Points of each variables
in the nomogram were summarized in Table S4.

The performance of the nomogram was internally validated by
estimating the discriminative ability and calibration of the new
model. The bias-corrected C-index generated by bootstrap resam-
pling was 0.886 (95% CI: 0.843-0.943) and was higher than C-
indices of modified Kadish stage (0.787; 95% CI: 0.666-0.908;
p<0.001), Dulguerov stage (0.743; 95% CI: 0.639-0.846; p<0.001)
and integrated AJCC 8th TNM staging system (0.755, 95% CI:
0.660-0.850; P<.001), indicating an excellent discriminative abil-
ity of the nomogram.

We also compared the predictive ability of the new model and
conventional staging systems by comparing AUC of time-dependence
ROC curves. ROC curves indicated that the nomogram had a better
predictive accuracy regarding 1-, 2- and 5-year OS rates, with the
AUC of nomogram reaching 0.912, 0.929 and 0.957, respectively
(Fig. 3). The calibration plots internally validated by bootstrap resam-
pling also proved an appreciable reliability of the nomogram predict-
ing survival rates at 1-, 2- and 5-years (Fig. 4).

3.3. Comparison of the nomogram and traditional ONB staging systems

The primary cohort was divided into 3 stratifications, namely low-
, moderate- and high-risk groups, by a trisection of the range of
patients’ individual points according to the nomogram (Fig. 2). Sur-
vival analysis were conducted by Kaplan-Meier method. The results
proved that the OS was obvious distinguishable between 3 risk
groups (Fig. 5A, Log-Rank p<0.001), indicating that nomogram exhib-
ited excellent discriminative ability when compared to modified Kad-
ish, Dulguerov and 8th AJCC T stage systems (Fig. 5B-D). The results of
DCA demonstrated that in a wide range of threshold probabilities,
using the nomogram to predict 1-, 2-year and 5-year OS rates added
more benefit than modified Kadish stage (Fig. 6). Moreover, the
nomogram showed an improved prediction performance with signif-
icantly positive NRI and IDI when compared to Modified Kadish stage
in predicting 1-year (IDI = 0.305[0.153-0.527], p<0.001; NRI = 0.622
[0.309-0.824], p<0.001), 2-year (IDI = 0.371[0.233-0.534], p<0.001;
NRI = 0.595[0.336-0.795], p<0.001) and 5-year (IDI = 0.363[0.240-
0.520], p<0.001; NRI = 0.517[0.349-0.774], p = 0.002) OS rates.



Fig. 1. LASSO Cox regression model to select candidate variables associated with OS. (A) Plot of 10-fold cross-validation via minimum criteria for selection of the optimal value of
tuning parameter (λ). Dotted vertical lines were drawn at the value with the minimum criteria and 1 standard error of the minimum criteria. (B) LASSO coefficient profiles of 18 clin-
ical features associated with OS. A dotted vertical line is drawn at the optimal λ value chosen by 10-fold cross-validation which resulted in 14 nonzero coefficients related to 11 vari-
ables. LASSO, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator; OS, overall survival.
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4. Discussion

Olfactory neuroblastoma (ONB) is an uncommon sinonasal malig-
nant tumor with a reported incidence of 0.037/100,000 persons/year
[18]. Several stratification systems including modified Kadish stage,
Dulguerov stage and conventional AJCC 8th TNM staging systems
have been proposed while there has yet to be an officially
acknowledged stage system for ONB due to the rarity of its diagnosis.
In the current study, we developed a survival predication model pre-
sented in terms of nomogram for ONB patients underwent endo-
scopic surgery.

Patients diagnosed with ONB in this study were enrolled retro-
spectively from a single center. The 2-, 5- and 10- year overall sur-
vival (OS) rates of the entire cohort were 86.2%, 78.2% and 72.5%,



Table 2
Univariate and Multivariate Cox regression analysis of OS in ENB patients with endoscopic surgery.

Univariate Cox regression Multivariate Cox regression
Variables HR(95% CI) p value HR(95% CI) p value

Recurrent disease No reference - - -
Yes 4.944(2.078-11.766) <0.001 - -

Multiple tumor history No reference - reference -
Yes 3.553(1.446-8.730) 0.007 11.919(3.601-39.452) <0.001

Perioperative complications No reference - - -
Yes 3.689(1.565-8.696) 0.003 - -

Orbital invasion No orbital invasion reference - reference -
Grade I or II 3.023(1.247-7.330) 0.014 6.656(2.045-21.666) 0.002
Grade III 8.183(3.015-22.200) <0.001 13.887(3.303-58.385) <0.001

Carotid canal invasion No reference - reference -
Yes 7.079(2.364-21.200) <0.001 5.004(1.273-19.677) 0.021

PPF invasion No reference - - -
Yes 4.605(1.881-11.27) <0.001 - -

Intracranial invasion No reference - - -
Yes 2.981(1.417-6.273) 0.004 - -

Modified Kadish stage A or B reference - reference -
C 2.374(0.743 -7.590) 0.145 1.493(0.353-6.316) 0.586
D 8.172(2.698-24.750) <0.001 6.542(1.565-27.355) 0.010

RT No reference - reference -
postoperative 0.2373(0.106-0.532) <0.001 0.263(0.093-0.740) 0.011
preoperative 0.108(0.033-0.350) <0.001 0.351(0.066-1.858) 0.218

Chemotherapy No reference - reference -
postoperative 0.379(0.160-0.897) 0.027 0.307(0.114-0.829) 0.020
preoperative 0.174(0.040-0.745) 0.019 0.102(0.016-0.664) 0.017

AJCC T stage T1 reference - - -
T2 0.653(0.146-2.924) 0.577 - -
T3 2.136(0.477-9.561) 0.321 - -
T4a 1.104(0.222-5.490) 0.903 - -
T4b 2.488(0.712-8.694) 0.153 - -

ONB, Olfactory neuroblastoma; OS, Overall survival; PPF, Pterygopalatine fossa; RT, Radiotherapy; AJCC, American Joint Committe on Can-
cer; HR, Hazard ratio; CI, Confidence interval. Log rank p<0.05 stands for statistical significance.
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respectively. The 5-year OS rate was in line with prior single center
reports and population-based studies ranging from 61% to 87%
[19�23]. The 10-year OS rate was also consistent to previous reports
of approximately 70% [20, 21].

The present nomogram integrated several clinical characteristics
including the multiple tumor history, carotid canal invasion, extent
of orbital invasion, delivery sequence between RT and surgery, and
sequence between surgery and chemotherapy. Although the small
number of positive events in this study might raise biased estimation,
statistical differences were till observed in HRs. Although surgical
approach was not recognized as an independent prognostic factor in
this study, there was a trend towards worse OS in the group receiving
endoscopic cranionasal approach, probably attributed to that open
resection was often performed in cases with advanced disease. A
meta-analysis by Fu et al. [24] revealed that endoscopic resection had
better OS and DFS (p = 0.001 and p = 0.004, respectively) compared
to open approach, but no statistical improvement in locoregional
control or metastasis-free survival (MFS) was found. Moreover, Kliro-
nomos et al. [25] mentioned in their case series of endoscopic man-
agement of ONB that endoscopic approach was reported with high
rates of local control while its impact on prognosis remained unclear.
In the current study, modified Kadish stage C, Dulguerov stage IV and
AJCC T stage T4b were the most common classifications in relevant
stage systems, indicating that ONB patients were frequently diag-
nosed with advanced disease, which was consistent with previous
reports [15]. Widely invaded tumor posed challenge to endoscopic
total resection and our result proved that among all anatomic sites
affected, carotid canal involvement was a significant negative indica-
tor for survival. Skull base reconstruction was performed in 47
(30.5%) cases with bone defect caused by surgery or intraoperative
CSF rhinorrhea. Grafts utilized for reconstruction consisted of autoge-
nous fat and fascia lata, artificial dura mater, nasoseptal pedicled flap,
inferior turbinate or middle turbinate mucosa flap, in consideration
of tumor ranges, anatomic invaded structures and surgical process.
Neither CSF rhinorrhea nor graft necrosis was found during postoper-
ative endoscopic and radiological revision, since no bone or cartilage
is used as graft material to avoid radionecrosis in the study [26].

Orbital invasion was divided into three grades as proposed by Ian-
netti et al. [14]. Our result revealed that grade III, which indicated
tumor invasion of extraocular muscles, eye globe, orbital apex, or
optic nerve, was a significantly negative factor on survival. The
adverse impact of orbital invasion on survival was probably attrib-
uted to the difficulty in achieving negative margins by endoscopic
approach for tumors involving orbital contents. The indications for
orbital exenteration are continuously changing, from invasion
beyond the orbital periosteum to extraconal fat and extraconal
muscles [27�29]. In this study, considering that all patients had a
strong desire to preserve their eyes, we tended to avoid orbital exen-
teration and spare the eyeball. RT and/or chemotherapy were per-
formed postoperatively in these patients and most of them exhibited
good response. Since the result of long-term follow up is deficient in
these ONB patients, the effectiveness of globe preserving surgery is in
need of further investigation. However, we believe that orbital exen-
teration should be cautiously performed to preserve function, avoid
esthetic deformity and improve life quality [30]. Lisan et al. [29]
reported that patients with orbital exenteration and eyeball preser-
vation shared similar prognoses in terms of 5-year OS rate and local
control rates. Li et al. [4] proposed that invasion of extraocular
muscles or the eye globe should not be taken as indication for eye
enucleation and preoperative RT could probably increase the possi-
bility for eye-sparing operation.

Cervical lymph node involvement has long been reported as a risk
factor on survival [13,31] and timely cervical management by RT or
neck dissection were advocated for patients with N+ neck [6]. The
Kadish stage system [32] and its modified version (Foote stage) [11]
have been widely used for ONB staging although have received



Fig. 2. Postoperative nomogram predicting 1-, 2- and 5-year OS probability of ENB patients after endoscopic surgery. (A) Each clinical variable has a certain number of points (top
row) ranging from 0 to 100. The sum of points of each variable was related to the probability of OS at specific timepoints (1 year, 2 years and 5 years). (B) An example illustrating
the use of the nomogram. This patient was one of the ENB cohort in the current study. The patient received postoperative chemotherapy (points=23), postoperative RT (points=20),
modified Kadish stage C(points=56), no carotid canal invasion (points=23), grade I orbital invasion (points=48), no multiple malignant tumor(points=48), thus the total points of this
patient is 218, which is corresponded to a 98.4% probability of 1-year overall survival, a 96.5% probability of 2-year OS and a 90.2% probability of 5-year OS. ENB, Esthesioneuroblas-
toma; RT, radiotherapy; OS, overall survival.
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Fig. 3. Time-dependent ROC curves of the nomogram, modified Kadish stage, Dulgerouv stage and AJCC TNM staging system predicting 1-year (A), 2-year (B) and 5-year (C) OS with
corresponding AUC values. ROC, receiver operating characteristic; AUC, Area under curve; AJCC, American Joint Committee on Cancer; OS, overall survival.
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criticisms for the rough assessment of local extension [6]. The present
nomogram incorporated modified Kadish stage with some detailed
descriptions for local invasion including orbital and carotid canal
involvement to develop an individualized model with improved dis-
criminative ability.

Moreover, multiple tumor history was identified as a risk factor
for survival in ONB patients, which could definitely contribute to
increased mortality risk. There were 11 (7.1%) patients diagnosed
with other malignancies, suggesting that patient diagnosed with ONB
might be more susceptible to malignant tumors. Genetic predisposi-
tion could be a possible explanation. The result suggested that ONB
patients were in need of long-term surveillance for secondary pri-
mary malignant tumors.

RT and chemotherapy have been combined with surgical resec-
tion in a multidisciplinary perspective to deal with ONB [6,9,33]. Sur-
gical resection followed by adjuvant RT has been advocated as
standard protocol [10]. Preoperative RT was reported to improve
prognosis but there has yet to be a consensus on the delivery
sequence of RT and surgery [34]. In accordance with previous studies
[10, 33, 34], the benefit in survival and local control of both pre- and
postoperative RT were proved by our results, although there was no
significant difference between these two RT-surgery sequence
groups. Similar results were observed in our investigation of the
effectiveness of chemotherapy. Generally, neoadjuvant chemother-
apy was applied for ONB patients with recurrent, metastatic, or
Fig. 4. Internal and calibration plots of the nomogram by bootstrapping wi
locally advanced disease to improve survival [6]. Cases with poorly
differentiated disease were reported to benefited from postoperative
chemotherapy after total resection [10, 35]. Of note, our results
revealed that neoadjuvant chemotherapy significantly improved RFS,
while postoperative chemotherapy group shared similar RFS rates
with patients without chemotherapy.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to develop a nomogram
based on clinical characteristics to predict OS in ONB patients treated
with endoscopic resection. However, several limitations of this study
should be acknowledged. First, this single-center study has inevitable
bias due to its retrospective nature. This retrospective study might
have selection bias in the inclusion of patients and the collection of
clinical characteristics of interest. We basically collected ONB patients
in a chronological order according to their time of admission. And
since that our center is a hospital specialized in eye, ear, nose and
throat disease, some patients with advanced tumor (such as intracra-
nial lesion) might preferred to seek medical advice in other general
tertiary hospitals instead of our institution, which might have caused
selection bias. Second, despite an internal validation with bootstrap
method, the nomogram is in lack of external validation due to the
limited sample size considering the rarity of ONB, which could result
in the difficulty to uncover and avoid potential over-fitting of the
regression model and hence reduce the validity of the nomogram,
leaving the generality of the nomogram in other population remained
uncertain. To eliminate the shortcoming of this study, multi-center
th 1000 resamples predicting 1-year (A), 2-year (B) and 5-year (C) OS.



Fig. 5. Kaplan-Meier survival curves comparing risk groups generated by nomogram (A) and conventional staging systems including modified Kadish (B), Dulguerov (C) and AJCC
8th T stage (D). AJCC, American Joint Committee on Cancer.
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research with larger sample size and randomized double blind pro-
spective clinical trials are in need for further investigation. Third,
Hyams grades were not included in this study because the system
has not been generally used to assess pathological grades for every
ONB patients until recent years in our institution. The impact of
Hyams grades on outcomes has been demonstrated in previous stud-
ies including reports fromMayo Clinic and MD Anderson Cancer Cen-
ter [36, 37]. Excluding those patients without Hyams grading records
would definitely increase the quality of evidence, but would also lead
to insufficient samples to generate reliable statistical results. Thus,
the relevant features had to be omitted in this study. Moreover, our
study was restricted by the relatively short period of time studied
with very few patients have been followed up for over 10 years since
the surgeons with endoscopic surgical technique of EEA was not
fully-fledged in our center until the 2000s. Long-term follow up is
necessary to further validate the assumptions and conclusions
regarding prognosis.

In conclusion, a nomogram for predicting the probability of OS in
ONB patients with endoscopic surgery was developed and validated
in this study. The present nomogram based on clinical features
showed excellent discriminative ability and accuracy for prediction,
in comparison with conventional stage classifications including mod-
ified Kadish, Dulguerov and AJCC 8th TNM staging system. Therefore,
the nomogram could be utilized to individually predict survival prob-
ability at different time points for ONB patients after endoscopic
resection. We believe that our results could assist clinicians to assess
the early prognosis of certain ONB patients, so as to effectively com-
municate with patients on informed consent as well as to develop



Fig. 6. Plots of DCA for the nomogram and the modified Kadish stage system predict-
ing 1-year (A), 2-year (B) and 5-year (C) OS probabilities. DCA, Decision curve analysis;
OS, overall survival.
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appropriate treatment and follow-up strategies, adding to the litera-
ture about outcomes of ONB patients treated with endoscopic surgery
since there were relatively few studies providing results of this tech-
nique.
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